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This paper combines personal experience with a more objective overview of bat research in
Australia from 1954 to the present day and then into probable futures. It starts with a handful of
virtually self-taught researchers who developed a significant ecological and behavioral
understanding through systematic observation. Simple technologies such as bat banding, and
Constantine traps were a great leap forward. 

Today research faces a potential problem in the immense blossoming of electronic technologies
that enable us to measure and record almost anything, but it may fail to genuinely increase our
understanding. It may also overlook issues of respect and care for the animals who share in our
research. Finally, in an era of environmental change, bats may yet provide valuable early-warning
systems. 
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Beginnings

 

I grew up with a great delight in the natural environment
and an all-consuming sense of curiosity and inquiry. Bats
had not attracted my notice, although I remember being
a volunteer on a museum expedition to Central Australia
where an Aboriginal man told me about how the bats
talked to the rocks (and the rocks talked back to them) so
they could find their way in the dark. Although Griffin
(1958) had entered upon his research on bat ultrasonic
echolocation by that time, my informant was certainly
unaware of it, and was sharing his own observations and
the understanding of his community. It was only in
hindsight that I recognised just how important that was.

Then, in December 1954, I visited the Bat Cave at
Naracoorte (Fig 1). The experiencing of what was then
probably some 200,000 bats flying all around me in the
central room of the cave was stunning (Fig 2.). I wanted to
find more about this remarkable phenomenon and
commenced what have been continuing visits over the
many years since then. 

I, together with some of my caving colleagues and others,
commenced our efforts with simple but systematic
observation of what is now known as the Southern Bent-
winged Bat (

 

Miniopterus schreibersii bassanii) 

 

(Figs 3–6). In
this first phase of our studies, we discovered a number of
things: 
• The annual migration to the maternity site followed by

the dispersal after weaning and independence of the
young

• En route to the maternity site, some bats gathered and
gave birth to young in temporary roosts in
neighbouring caves,

• Age and gender composition of the population in any
one cave was distinctive, and also varied according to the
season

• Diet comprised mainly moths and beetles, all too well-
chewed to identify even to family level

• At least the lactating females had two feeding flights per
night, with a total consumption roughly equal to half of
their body weight

• Although pelage color was commonly cited in the
literature as a sub-specific characteristic, it varied widely
over the annual moult cycle and also appeared to be
affected by micro-climatic differences from site to site

• Although owls often tried to prey upon them, most
attempts were unsuccessful

• All appeared to carry a diverse load of parasites, both
internal and external

• The genus appeared to be vulnerable to various
infections, for instance, cysts appearing on the wing
membranes or major dying-off in populations. The dead
animals had major inflammation of internal organs, but
we were unable to obtain a clear diagnosis. 

• Held firmly and/or gently, the bent-winged bats
appeared totally at ease when handled.

We could find very few biologists at that time with an
interest in or any knowledge of bats. Most mammalogists at
that time could not even identify bats to species level.
However, Herbert Womersley, acarologist and
parasitologist at the South Australian Museum, proved to
be extremely well informed and supportive, in both
identifying bats and systematically identifying and/or often
describing the parasite specimens that we took to him.

However, it is clear in retrospect that our effective use of
observation had already laid a reasonably sound
foundation for understanding the population ecology of
the species. This is partly because we recognised that we
were merely sampling the realities of 

 

Miniopterus

 

 ecology
and so had aimed at gathering a multitude of our
fragments of understanding, trying to achieve
representivity and reliability. Further, our integration of
these fragments into something like a holistic view
provided a basis for assessing the validity of our
observations, all without modern technology or formal
statistical analysis. Regrettably, as I will detail further
below, the focus on technological methodology of modern
science tends to downgrade the very real importance and
value of observation. At the same time, I recognise the
potential for serious error in our “naive inductivism”
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(Chalmers 1984: 1–12 and later editions) and will return
to this below.

 

A Second Stage

 

Another great supporter was the late Jack Hood, a
Naracoorte ornithologist of immense expertise and also
total enthusiasm. I think he also sympathised with our
enthusiasm. He was most familiar with the forest species
from tree hollows, but was delighted to spend time with
us, particularly at the cave on his own property. It was he
who opened the door to our next stage of research. 

I had called at his home, as we often did, and found
Warren Hitchcock, of the CSIRO Division of Wildlife
Research and Director of the Australian Bird Banding
Scheme was also visiting. Jack steered the conversation

onto a discussion of how valuable it would be if we could
also band bats, and we had a long discussion on the
feasibility and value of banding.

This in turn led us to our next great mentor. U.S.
zoologist Wayne Davis was editor of 

 

Bat Banding News

 

 –
a humble but very valuable quarterly publication.
Meanwhile, Warren had taken the idea back to Canberra,
where George Dunnet and David Purchase (who was later
to succeed Warren) set up an experimental program in
1957 (Purchase and Hiscox 1960). By 1960, the
Australian Bat Banding scheme was formally established
(Figs 7–8). Other than those already mentioned, the
initial group of banders also included Barbara Dew of the
University of Sydney School of Tropical Medicine, New
Zealander Peter Dwyer, undertaking a PhD at the

Figure 2. Cross-sectional diagrams of the Naracoorte Bat Cave showing the domes which provided
for the maternity sites (1962)

Figure 1. For many years, a caving ladder was the normal mode of entry to the Naracoorte Bat
Cave (1959). All Photographs by the author, date of photo in brackets.
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University of New England, and naturalist John Edge of
Warrnambool with his friend Fred Sheriffs (Purchase
1962). Initially bird bands were used, but these led to
wing damage and were replaced with specifically
designed bat bands in 1962.

We formed an informal communication network and
progressively met up with each other on field trips. Peter
and myself were the most active in both the extent of our
banding and the ways in which we used it as a tool in
studies of both biology and population ecology of the
cave-dwelling species. For some details of Peter’s great
contribution at this stage see Dwyer, 1963a, 1963b,

1963c, 1964. Our joint paper provided a much-cited
summary of patterns in reproduction in Australian

 

Miniopterus 

 

(Dwyer & Hamilton-Smith 1965).

David Purchase recognised a growing interest in bat
research and enlisted me to produce an identification
guide for cave bats (1964). This was a bit of a challenge,
but the wonderful John Calaby of CSIRO provided a
great deal of encouragement and support. David also
suggested that I might edit a semi-regular Newsletter.
He saw this as making our informal networking more
effective, while at the same time encouraging the interest
of others. Over the period 1964–74, I produced 13 issues

Figure 3. Adult Miniopterus bassanii at rest on the cave wall
(1962)

Figure 4. An adult M. bassanii, with one wing extended and
clearly showing its characteristic bend (1962)

Figure 5. A normal roosting cluster on the cave wall (1962) Figure 6. A cluster of juveniles with the youngest occupying the
warmest spot in the centre and highest point of the cluster
(1962)

Figure 7. Initial banding used bird bands but these sometimes
caused excessive wing damage (1962)

Figure 8. Using the first bat bands which proved to be generally
very satisfactory (1962)
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and the sixth included a list of active researchers
numbering 37 in all (see Reardon 2002). 

A number of us continued to experiment with field
techniques, including the use of a thermograph to obtain
a time profile of all flights in and out of the maternity site
(Fig. 9). We also used extended nets in an effort to improve
our sampling for banding purposes and then came my own
contribution of building the first Constantine trap using
nylon fishing line instead of the original steel wire (Figs
10–11). I must say at this point that I am deeply
disappointed that Denny Constantine has been more or
less forgotten and that everybody adopted the name of
Harp Trap. Denny continues to be both a great scientist
and a wonderful human being and to have maintained the
name Constantine trap would be a nice memorial of his
work. I certainly greatly value my acquaintance with him.

This second phase continued to make considerable use of
observational methods, including the strange
phenomenon that the Ghost Bats seemed to be as
interested in studying us as we were in studying them. At
least some of us also accumulated observations that
indicated the Microchiroptera possess a relatively high
level of communication capacity with others of the same
or congeneric species. Although this has not attracted
very much systematic research, it is not surprising given
John Nelson’s work on the remarkable rich vocabulary of
Pteropids and certainly deserves more attention.   

However banding and the associated studies of some of
the group opened up a whole new range of issues. It is
timely to summarise some of these:

• Studies of many other genera or species developed
rapidly. We soon came to recognise major differences
from species to species on many dimensions, and hence
the dangers of trying to generalize from any one species
to bats in general.

• The issues of temperature regulation as a core element
in physiology and the implications for breeding biology
became a central issue and our understandings of these
issues progressively widened – even though there are
still some unanswered questions. This also led to Peter
Dwyer’s review of seasonal changes in response to
changing temperatures.

• Distinct populations of 

 

Miniopterus

 

, each based upon a
single maternity site,

 

 

 

were progressively recognised and
their territorial ranges defined

• Peter Dwyer first raised the possibility in 1964 of
unrecognized multiple sub-species or even species in
what was known as 

 

Miniopterus schreibersii. 

 

Hamilton-
Smith (1972) argued that at least the Naracoorte and
Warrnambool bats were significantly different especially
in terms of their population ecology and parasites

• While banding in other countries appeared to have
remained simply as an attempt to study population

Figure 10. Rather than working with easily reached bats from
low roost positions, we used extended nets to provide for more
adequate sampling (1962)

Figure 11. The Constantine trap provided for greatly improved
sampling and was much easier to use than mist nets (1966)

Figure 9. A thermograph placed immediately outside of the
thermocline which marked the high temperate zone of the
maternity site proved an excellent way to check the timing of
flights (1962)
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movements, it soon became integrated into biological
and ecological studies in Australia. My own interest in
population ecology certainly led to an invitation from
Elliott McClure to provide a training seminar for the
staff of his Migratory Animals Pathology Survey Group
in South-East Asia 

• As a result of the conceptual bases developed from our
experience, at least some of us adopted the practice of
placing all bands at the maternity site to enable easier
analysis of movement patterns. This then extended to
banding only newly weaned young (a narrow window
of opportunity!), which meant that banded bats from
this period were of known age and also that band
injuries were almost totally eliminated (even in

 

Rhinolophus

 

) (See in 

 

Aust Bat Research News

 

 8).

• Turning to the international scene, the real turning
point to contemporary standards in research appear to
have been marked by the initiation and maturation of
the International Bat Research Conferences, the
establishment of Bat Conservation International and
the 1970 publication of Wimsatt’s monumental

 

Biology of Bats. 

 

Regrettably, this period coincided with a massive increase
in my professional workload as a social policy consultant
and then as an academic, so I was forced to abandon active
involvement in bat research. Greg Richards and others
took over the continuation of the Bat Research
Newsletter in various forms until its most recent
metamorphosis into its new life as the Australian Bat
Society Newsletter. Although I was able to maintain my
related involvement in speleology, with a few minor notes
on aspects of bat research, I tried to at least summarise
some of my ideas at that stage. Thus, I published:

• An overview of the geographic distribution of
Australian cave-dwelling bats (1966)

• A detailed summary of knowledge of the Naracoorte
Bat Cave and its ecology (1972)

• A comprehensive review of knowledge (and lack of
knowledge) of Australian bats (1974),

• Another review paper, this time of threatened and
endangered Chiroptera in the Australian-Pacific
Region (1978), 

• And again, a paper on the status of Australian
Chiroptera, presented to the 5

 

th

 

 International Bat
Research Conference (1980)

• A study with John Nelson on the then little known

 

Notopteris macdonaldi

 

 (Nelson & Hamilton-Smith 1982)

My wider interest in caves included preparation of a
number of management plans for caves in protected areas,
so this kept my interest in bat conservation and
protection very much alive even in the present time.

 

The rise of methodology

 

Australian bat research followed what is almost a
universal pattern in the progressive development of
research thinking and practice. It followed a course from
our opportunistic observation to systematic observation
and inductive reasoning, and then to deductive analysis
based in logical analysis, through to its contemporary

focus upon quantitative measurement, statistical analysis
of information and experimental testing of ideas.
Although this constitutes a normal pattern and is always
seen as progress and improvement, it also carries a set of
problems with it. 

In moving ahead and often establishing new research
programs, we must try to ensure high quality in what we
do. Research resources are increasingly being limited so
that under-resourcing is all too common. We simply
should not waste our time on any poor quality work.
Similarly, we need depth of investigation rather than
wide-span programs that lead to superficiality.

Given the potential inherent flaws in inductive analysis
based upon observation, scientists have sought various
roads to truth. Philosophically, this all too often leads us
into a simplistic notion, based upon the thinking of
Descartes, that scientific reason has to be separated from
any exercise of feelings and emotions. Thus, we arrive at a
focus on so-called rationality and objectivity, hence to
empiricism and measurement. Chalmers (1984 and later
editions) provides an invaluable introduction to this
process.

One of the great thinkers in my own discipline of
sociology came to recognise the extent to which
scholarship in the United States had unquestionably and
almost totally adopted the rationalist position, while
European scholars had maintained a much broader
position, and expressed it dramatically in something like
the following terms:

 

Our European colleagues are confronting and dealing very
well with the complexity and ambiguity of reality, even
though they cannot really measure it; on the other hand we
have learned to measure almost everything, but we have no
idea what our measurements really mean!

 

Just think how much of our education and research is
deeply embedded in rigorous application of technological
methods with little or no examination of the
philosophical basis of what we are doing or learning. Too
much field research is focused upon counting and
measuring that contributes little or nothing to our
understanding of the ecology and biology of bats – the
knowledge that is absolutely vital to conservation
planning. Lumsden (in the 2007 conference) provided a
graphic example of this problem in her soundly
conceptualized discussion of what we do and do not know
about the status of Victorian bats. I have personally found
Feinsinger (2001) provides excellent guidance on
achieving a realistic balance in field research strategies.

But in spite of our advance into more sophisticated
research strategies, I am amazed at how frequently I
encounter work based, for instance, upon the assumption
that correlation means causation. Many researchers
simply do not understand the general rules of evidence.
Further, and just as frequently, what is claimed and
believed in as a scientific fact is often discredited by
research and other evidence, yet persists as a basis for
deduction and hence action (Fleck 1935). 

A very recent and quite excellent book on ecology as a
conceptual basis for forest management ends with a
sentence in large bold print that states “We do not need
new ideas, but rather to find ways to get rid of old ones”
(Sayer & Maginnis 2005: 191). 
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Paul Feyeraband (1975) presented perhaps the strongest
critique of the problems inherent in the common
orthodoxies of science (see in Chalmers, 1984: 134–135).
Although his work, like all single works within the
philosophy of scholarship, is open to criticism, it makes a
very fundamental point very clearly:

 

The idea that science can, and should, be run according to
fixed and universal views, is both unrealistic and pernicious.
It is unrealistic for it takes too simple a view of the talents of
man and the circumstances which encourage, or cause, their
development. And it is pernicious for the attempt to enforce
the rules is bound to increase our professional qualifications
at the expense of our humanity. In addition, the idea is
detrimental to science, for it neglects the complex physical
and historic conditions which influence scientific change. It
makes science less adaptable and more dogmatic ...

 

There is a further problem that is not given enough
attention in Feyeraband’s analysis, namely the extent to
which new research that does not fit the prevailing
orthodoxy may not even be attempted, or if attempted,
may be rejected. 
This is perhaps the point at which to say that to be
optimally effective, conservation strategies must be based
upon ecosystems, not on specific species. Schmitz (2007)
provides an absolutely invaluable summary of the
principles of ecological theory that might help to inform
conservation strategies, and certainly demonstrates the
extent to which many contemporary conservation
programs are intellectually and conceptually bankrupt. 
There is, of course, a very major difference between the
conceptual and strategic approach of a professional
ecologist and that of the community stakeholders and
environmental activists (Schmitz 2007; Lunney 

 

et al.

 

2002). I am one of those who believe that broadly based
cooperation and sharing produces by far the best
outcomes in both building and using knowledge. We
have neglected the wonderful wisdom of Aboriginal and
other tribal peoples far too often. The diverse membership
of the Australasian Bat Society is thus one of its major
strengths as an organisation.
All of this is not a critique of contemporary bat research –
but it is a plea to not get trapped in the web of orthodoxy.
There are a host of totally or largely un-researched issues
about bats that desperately need creative research
strategies and methodology and a lot of hard work! A
number of these have already been mentioned in
reviewing my own experience. That is one challenge –
but there are others.

 

So, where now?

 

Another issue of the scientific emphasis upon rationality
is that many scientists see the life of other animals as
being little more than a production of almost mechanical
causes within a system of stimulus and response – almost
as biological machines!
I often wonder how many researchers treat bats as highly
intelligent, socially aware and acutely sensitive animals. I
personally would argue that they deserve as much respect
and kindness as we can pay to them. Examples of what I
see as a high level of consciousness include:  
• I had placed my newly developed Constantine trap

near one wall of the immense entry passage of

Naracoorte bat cave with thousands of bats flying
through for their nightly exit.  Within about 10
minutes I had enough to keep me busy with weighing,
measuring, and banding for the rest of the night
and lowered the trap.

The following night, I left it in the same place and the
total population flew out along the opposite wall, at
least 10 metres away. This meant those which had been
caught not only communicated what had happened to
the many thousands of bats in the cave, but they
developed and all joined in their escape strategy. From
the experience, we also learnt that we should not use a
site more than once.

• When working on the initial management plan for
Cutta Cutta Cave at Katherine, we had to survey the
cave. We waited until the last visitors had left and
started the survey. Then the resident family of Ghost
bats (3) who roosted deep within the cave, well past the
end of the tour area, flew past on their way out to feed.
They abruptly turned around and came back to hang
up on the wall about 3 metres from us. They chattered
busily to each other and stayed with us all night, always
within 3–4 metres, and followed us all the way through
the cave. 

Obviously, they were interested in studying the strange
new species which had entered their world. 

It seems to me that these are complex responses which
demand a high level of awareness and of response
planning.. Our general research literature seems to focus
mainly on very simple communication which evokes
simple almost mechanistic responses. But it is interesting
that the only other bat researcher to have given significant
attention to this level of consciousness in bats is Donald
Griffin (2003) who is just as much an antique as me!

Recent events have also led me to a serious consideration
of the inherent vulnerability of the Bent-winged bats.
They clearly evolved in tropical conditions, and so have
somewhat limited capacity for temperature regulation,
hence the large maternity colonies of Southern Australia
– a mechanism to ensure survival of juveniles who have
even less capacity to control their own body temperature.
So, they are physiologically somewhat marginalised in the
temperate zone.

 

 

 

I have already mentioned their
susceptibility to infectious diseases. Two such epidemics
(1965, 1967) resulted in a very visible decrease in number
of 

 

M. schreibersii

 

. Then, we already know that for a variety
of reasons, the Australian populations have tended to
diminish in numbers. More recently, we had the
discovery that the insecticide Metamidophos had been
introduced and utilised in the Mt Gambier region with
potentially disastrous environmental impacts. This was
first recognised in the Naracoorte Bat Cave very soon after
its introduction to the region, and so the bats had served
very well as an early warning system. 

Then only a few months ago, the Naracoorte Bats again
provided early warning, this time of the drastic effects of
climate change on a marginalised and vulnerable species.
Both Steve Bourne and I are reporting this in some depth,
so I will not go into further details here. But, we were very
lucky that shortly after our discovery of a massive death
toll in the Bat Cave, there were several days of heavy rain
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in that region. We are both very aware that if that rain
had not arrived, we probably would have lost the total
Naracoorte population of. The bats were facing not only
the continuing fatalities from thirst and malnutrition,
but also the apparent impossibility of establishing
adequate fat reserves to survive the over-wintering period.

I now end with the questions of (a) whether the
Australasian Bat Society should set up a working party

to produce a comprehensive research strategy which
would facilitate identification of the high priority
questions for the next ten years of research, and/or (b)
establish better education in the philosophical
foundations of research methodology, probably through
both short courses for those working in research and
action for conservation and formal courses within
relevant undergraduate programs. 
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